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Disclaimer
Except when specifically permitted and/or requested by the
verified person, we are only allowed to display the personal
data included in the Vetted Project Information database in
our Data Processing Notice. 

No information provided in this document by the project
and/or team members was validated or confirmed as part of
the vetting process, unless otherwise mentioned.

Nothing contained in this document constitutes a legal or
financial advice, an offer, solicitation, recommendation,
endorsement, guarantee or warranty provided by us or any
third-party service provider.



The Castle is a Platform where we integrate 2 worlds, the
new upcoming projects in the Solana ecosystem, and on the
other hand, the BIG DAO’s and Post-minted projects with
their own utility Token. The new Projects are going to have
the opportunity to sell their whitelist roles, and the holders
of the DAO’s and Post-minted projects have the opportunity
to buy them, using THEIR own utility token.

Our token will integrate with Discord and accepts the
collection token as the payment for a role. In addition, there
will be an option to verify on Twitter and other socials as a
complement to obtain the whitelist roles.

The software will be integrated into Web3 and will have more
future Functionalities for the upcoming projects and Post-
minted Projects.

Summary
Project Description



  

Project Name The Castle  

Project Website https://thekingscastle.io  

Project Discord https://discord.com/invite/castleking  

Project Twitter https://twitter.com/CastleTheKings  

Mint Wallet  

Treasury Wallet 5wwymTLmM3WcxhENRUaRA9fe2rwSmZQ9xT3E2H8EXSd9  

Company  

  

Legal Accountability Tier 2  

Certificate Rank Silver  

Vetting Process Report

Project Verifications

1

2

Learn more about Legal Accountability System here.

Learn more about our Audit Certificate requirements here.

1

2

Team Members
Founder
        Charly Crypto#6188
      @CharlycriptoNFT

Lead Developer
        JhinTux#1301
      @edulanasca

All supplied identity and residency documents were verified
and determined to be valid.

https://thekingscastle.io/
https://discord.com/invite/castleking
https://twitter.com/CastleTheKings
https://medium.com/@Nestor_Alpha/legal-accountability-system-explained-8096fb4ff1bc
https://medium.com/@Nestor_Alpha/dox-certificate-explained-be2955886e9
https://twitter.com/CharlycriptoNFT
https://twitter.com/edulanasca


      Project's Response
Our roadmap commitment is to release the tool's 1.0 version
before our mint (Phase 2 - The Mint). We will need to make a
few more improvements to our tool's development before this
can occur. We are now working to fix the problem with how
the tool takes data about NFTs and other tokens from users'
wallets (oracle component), much like MetaHelix does, for
example. Additionally, given the state of the market, we
consider one of the biggest difficulties right now to be
increasing the engagement around the projects. The tool's
functionality is presently being tested in a simulated setting
with members of our community and beta testers from
initiatives with which we will collaborate in the future.

      Observation 1
The beta version (The Castle 0.1.1) of the project's core tool,
which is used to acquire whitelist spots, was released (Phase 1 -
The Basic Tool).

      Nestor Alpha Comment
The video posted in an announcement shows the tool's
current functionality. The project offers the community the
option to test and contribute to the pre-mint improvement
of the tool and is transparent in their development.

Observations
Project
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https://streamable.com/nns11e


      Project's Response
Due to fluctuating market conditions and the price of SOL, we
are currently unsure of the actual price. 40 percent of the
entire mint revenue is allocated to the liquidity pool, 33
percent to the team, 22 percent to development, and 5 percent
to marketing. Depending on how much demand there is after
the tool is finished, we may decide to reduce the supply.
Before choosing the mint date, we'll make sure to finish the
tool.

      Observation 2
First NFT collection's (The Kings) details are publicly available.
(supply: 6789, price: TBA, mint date: TBA)

      Nestor Alpha Comment
Some of the partnered projects were disclosed to us
privately but were not yet publicly announced before the
end of the process.
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      Nestor Alpha Comment
The figures they plan to raise were disclosed to us privately
in order to evaluate their plan.

      Observation 3
Tools for managing whitelist spots are already offered on the
market. (e.g. Mercury from Blocksmithlabs.)



      Project's Response
Our program is unique because its main purpose is to purchase
whitelist spots rather than manage them, as is the case with
others. Pre-mint projects will be able to use the tool to sell
whitelist spots to members of a chosen DAO, who will then be
granted the whitelist role on the project's server. It is a unique
feature in space, and we are hoping that the community will
appreciate its value and usefulness in the ecosystem. We are
extending further utility to the token holders of other projects.
The DAOs will get the tokens used to pay for the whitelist spots
and, ideally, have them removed from circulation, operating as
a token burning mechanism for their project. The utility of our
The Castle's token ($KING) will be increased since DAOs
without their own token will be able to use it to purchase
whitelist spots.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
We acknowledge that The Castle offers the ecosystem a
unique utility.
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      Observation 4
The project's roadmap lists three different NFT collections (The
King, The Ring, and The Queen) with a variety of artwork to be
distributed. The artist is not involved in our vetting process.

      Project's Response
We don't work with the artists on a daily basis, they have been
hired to create the artworks for the collections, and they get
their share. 



The artwork for The King collection is finished, whereas only
one image will be used for the Ring collection and The Queen
collection is still in the works. Nearly 30 people from around
the world are involved in the project in some capacity, and
several of them have had their identities made public.

      Observation 5
A month ago, it came to light that one of the team members
had attempted to con others by using the project's NFT art
assets in a fraud.
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      Nestor Alpha Comment
We were provided the artist's social media account in
order to verify their prior work and affiliation with the
project. We come to the conclusion that the artist won't be
regarded as playing a key role in relation to our certificate
requirements because the project's main utility is
technological in nature.

      Project's Response
The project's assets were used to launch an NFT collection
through a platform. It was determined that the offender was
from within the team because these assets were only shared
through a private team Discord channel. Through the use of
on-chain analysis and the assistance of the team's cyber-
security experts, we were able to identify the culprit as one of
the collaboration managers.



      Nestor Alpha Comment
Additional details were shared with us off the record, but
we've decided to leave them out of the report because we
don't think they add any value.
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      Project's Response
Charly Crypto#6188 has an academic background in
economics and computer science and has been a freelancer
full-stack developer in the IT sector. 

      Observation 1
Charly Crypto#6188 is publicly known as the founder of the
project, in addition to working on development and tokenomics.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
Charly Crypto#6188’s academic background and proof of
work related to their role in the project have been
confirmed during the process.

Team

Nestor Alpha
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       Charly Crypto#6188
       @CharlycriptoNFT

Founder

      Project's Response
Meta Invest's major objective was to create a launchpad for
NFT projects centered around their home country, while also
providing educational content.

      Observation 2
Their initial idea, Meta Invest NFT project, was put on hold early
on (pre-mint). 

https://twitter.com/iandensan
https://twitter.com/iandensan
https://twitter.com/iandensan
https://twitter.com/CharlycriptoNFT
https://twitter.com/MetaInvestNFT
https://twitter.com/MetaInvestNFT


Meta Invest's development began a few months ago; however,
when it became apparent that there were already too many
similar platforms on the market, the decision was made to put
the project on hold and move on to The Castle. They will return
back to working on the project at a later stage. 

      Nestor Alpha Comment
We don't consider this a problem because work on the
project was paused early, before any money had been
raised, and the justification is sufficient. 

Nestor Alpha
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      Project's Response
In addition to Charly Crypto#6188, Jhin (JhinTux#1301) is the
project's lead developer and is working on the back-end
blockchain development; WoC (WoC |Ck#2243) is our front-end
developer; LocalHost (ChristianCrypto#3799) is in charge of
the server and keeping an eye on the network; Metalforce
(Metalforce#3215) is responsible for the bot's security; and
most recently, we added a new front-end developer.

      Observation 3
Multiple developers are identified publicly as members of the
team.

https://twitter.com/MetaInvestNFT


      Project's Response
JhinTux#1301 has began working with blockchain
development around one and a half years ago and has
experience as a software engineer in the financial sector.
Through the Meta Invest community, they connected with
Charly Crypto#6188, and became the project's initial
developer.

      Observation 1
JhinTux#1301 is publicly known as the blockchain developer of
the team.

Nestor Alpha
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       JhinTux#1301
       @edulanasca

Lead Developer

      Project's Response
Binance Smart Chain is home for the majority of
JhinTux#1301's past cryptocurrency expertise. The majority of
the action takes place on Devnet.

      Observation 2
There is no activity in the provided personal Solana wallet.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
A personal BSC wallet address was disclosed to us, and we
have confirmed the claims.

https://twitter.com/MetaInvestNFT
https://twitter.com/edulanasca


      Project's Response
Due to the rapid advancement and changes in the field,
maintaining the tool's strong security requirements will be the
major issue in future developments. It will be difficult to scale
the tool up at first. Even if they are searching for additional
developers to assist with that, onboarding new skilled and
reliable personnel takes time.

      Observation 3
It will be crucial to maintain the tool's rigorous security
requirements before finishing it and updating it further. As
more users begin to use it, we will also need to scale it
effectively to ensure its reliability. Finding capable and
dependable developers to achieve that will be one of the
challenges as the lead developer.

      Nestor Alpha Comment
JhinTux#1301’s proof of work related to their role in the
project has been confirmed during the process.

Nestor Alpha
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Conclusion
Risks Identified

For the project's distinctive core utility to be successful, it will need
significant adoption from other projects and communities within
the ecosystem. Even though the project gave us some evidence of
association with significant actors in the field, we were unable to
confirm it by the conclusion of the process. [MEDIUM RISK]

Given the size of the team, we would prefer for more team
members to participate in the vetting procedure in order to more
precisely assess the team's capacity to carry out the roadmap. The
vetted people, however, can be recognized as having key roles in the
project and possessing extensive experience. [LOW RISK]

1.

2.

Transparency and Cooperation
The Vetting Service Order Form included all of the optional
information, most of which was in accordance with our
guidelines. Project cooperated with our team, was very
transparent throughout the process, and supplied all the
information needed.

Certificate
Considering that the project meets the criteria for Tier 2 of our
Legal Accountability risk assessment, the highest rank that
may be attained is a Silver Certificate. Based on the amount
and severity of other risks identified during the vetting process
(1x Medium, 1x Low) Nestor Alpha decides to award the project
with a Silver Certificate.


